
 Artists can now apply to the 12th edition of the Abidjan Market for the Performing Arts, MASA, which will take place in 
Abidjan from the 5th to 12th March 2022.

MASA is the bi-annual African Art and Performing Arts festival which re-enforces dialogue between the cultures and offers opportunities for  
professional encounters.  MASA hosts more than 200 artistic groups, professionals, promoters and journalists in the creative sector from 
Africa, the African Diaspora and the world. 

The application deadline is 31st July 2021.

Application Requirements for the of�cial program (MASA-IN)

1. Artistic work not older than 3 years.

2. The number in the group including managerial staff cannot exceed:
       - comedy - 3 members;
       - slam - 3 members ;
       - storytelling-3 members ;
       - contemporary dance - 8 members (solo dance -3 members) ; 
       - music - 8 members ;
       - marionette and circus - 10 members ;
       - theater -10 members ;
       - traditional dance -15 members.

Members of any speci�c group must be arriving to and departing from Abidjan from the same city.  This must be speci�ed in the application 
form.

3. Props and accessories can be neither too heavy nor cumbersome and must be easily transportable by the regular 
scheduled �ights.
How to apply

4. Documents must consist of the following :

        4.1. Letter of application addressed to the Director general of MASA ;
        4.2. Three high de�nition photos of the group on stage ;
        4.3. Video of a live concert. Clips and teasers are not allowed  ;
        4.4. Pressbook or list of works spanning the last three years ;
        4.5. An information sheet that indicates:    
             - email of the group and the telephone number of the group leader ;
            - city of departure of the group (please note that MASA will only pay transportation for members of the group 
              departing and returning to the same city) ;
            - list of members of the group with dates of birth and function in the group ;
            - name of the manager or director in the case of music, the name of administrator in the case of other groups ;
            - name of author, stage director or choreographer.
        4.6. Description of the concert :
             - date created ;
            - the theme and approach ;
            - summary of the staged content for storytelling, comedy, dance and theater  ; 
            - text for chansons for music and for slam.
        4.7. Technical data must include :
             - stage plot and dimension of space needed on stage ;
            - light, sound and technicians needed for the show ;
            - length of time required for setup and set down ;
            - weight and number of props and accessories.

MASA reserves the right to suggest comparable technical support. MASA will retain the documents sent by artists and these shall not be used 
for commercial purposes.

Interested candidates can apply online at the MASA site or send documents by mail to the following address :
Direction Générale du MASA, Plateau, Rue Toussaint Louverture 09 BP 2877 Abidjan 09 – Côte d’Ivoire.

The mail must be stamped latest by the 31st July 2021 as proof of dispatch.

The list of successful candidates will be made public latest by 5th October 2021.  
For more information please contact MASA : candidatures@masa.ci 

 
Attention : There will be no call for application for the MASA OFF

Call for application for artistic groups
circus, storytelling, dance, comedy, music, slam, theater
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